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QUEEN VICTORIA 
1887-
1900 Jubilee(14v.) 

KING EDWARD VII 
1902- 10 De La Rue (0)(1 5v.) V2d. x 2. 4d. x 2 
1905- 10 DeLaRue(c)(9v.) 
1911 Harrison(perf. 14)(5v.) 
1911 Harrison (pert. 15 x 14)(5v.) 
1911 - 13 SomersetHouse(8v.) 

KING GEORGEV 
191 1- 1 2 Downey Head series ( 1 2v.) 
1912- 24 Royal Cypher (14v.) 9d. x 1 

1913 
1918 
1924 

1934 

Ditto. watermark inverted (5v.) 
Multiple Cypher (2v.) 
Bradbury " Seahorses" (3v.) 
BlockCypher(l 2v.) 
Ditto. watermark inverted(3v.) 
Ditto. watermark sideways (4v.) 
Photogravure. large format(2v.) 
Ditto. watermark inverted (2v.) 

1934- 35 Ditto. intermediate format (4v.) 
Ditto. watermark inverted(3v.) 

1935- 36 Ditto. small format ( 1 1 v.) 

1934 

Ditto. watermark inverted(3v.) 
Ditto. watermark sideways (4v.) 
Re-engraved " Seahorses" (3v.) 

KING EDWARD VIII 
1936 K.E. VIII (4v.) 

Ditto, watermark inverted(3v.) 

KING GEORGE VI 
1937- 4 7 Dark colours ( 15v.) 

Ditto, watermark inverted(5v.) 
Ditto. watermark sideways (5v. ) 

GREAT BRITAIN 
DEFINITIVE SETS 

U/ m M/ m 
1939-48 High values(6v.) 

- £225.00 1941-42 Light colour (6v.) 
Ditto. watermark inverted(3v.) 

- £175.00 
Ditto. watermark sideways (3v.) 

1950-51 New colours(6v.) 
- £175.00 Ditto, watermark inverted(5v.) 

£60.00 Ditto. watermark sideways (4v .) 
£50.00 195 1 " Festival " high values (4v.) 
£90.00 

QUEEN ELIZABETH II 
1952- 54 Tudor(l 7v.) 

£38.00 £24.00 Ditto. watermark inverted(5v.) 
£115.00 £70.00 Ditto, watermark sideways (3v.) 

£25.00 £16.00 1955 Waterlow " Castles" (4v.) 
£195.00 1955- 58 Edward(17v.) 

Ditto. watermark inverted(7v.) 
£130.00 £70.00 Ditto. watermark sideways (5v.) 

£2 .50 £1.75 1957 Graphite (6v.) 
£95.00 1958 1st De La Rue " Castles" (4v.) 

95p 6()p 1958- 65 Crowns, ordinary( 17v.) 
£135.00 Ditto, watermark inverted(7v.) 

£13.00 £7 .50 Ditto, watermark sideways (7v.) 
£50.00 £35.00 1958- 61 Graphite (8v.) 
£85.00 £45.00 Ditto, watermark inverted ( 5v.) 
£20.00 £1 3.00 1959 2nd De La Rue " Castles" (4v.) 

£115.00 1959 Phosphor-graphite (8v.) 
1960 Green pnosphor (9v.) 
1960-67 Crowns. phosphor(17v.) 

Ditto. watermark inverted l10v.) 
U/ m Ditto, watermark sideways (8v. ) 
50p 1963- 68 1st Bradbury-Wilkinson "Castles" (5v.) 

£10 .00 2/ 6x2 
1967 Machin gum Arabic(9v.) 
1967- 70 Ditto, P.V.A. (16v.)4d. x 2. Sd. x 2 
1967- 68 Bradbury-Wilkinson no watermark 

£30.00 " Castles" (4v.) 
£135.00 1969 Machin high values(4v.I 

£85 .00 

CANDLISH McCLEERY LTD. 

U/ m 
£350.00 

£3.00 
£10.00 
.£24.00 

£3 .00 
£12.00 

£3 .00 
£130.00 

£80.00 
£24.00 

£4.00 
£300.00 
£160.00 

£14.00 
£12.00 
£11 .00 

£1300.00 
£7.00 

£50.00 
£7 .00 

£85.00 
£75.00 

£275.00 
£90.00 
£30.00 

£5 .00 
£135.00 

£24.00 

£27 .00 
£3 .00 
£5 .00 

£22.00 
£24.00 
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EDITORIAL 
49 Prompted · Pe-~ 

Yid stamps (see 
50 only recently p 

and in so doin 
collectors no do 
struck me, havin 
range of colours 

= ·s anicle on the shades of the Georgian 
- es of the Philatelic Review), I have 
llection of the Downey Head shades, 
tered various problems which other 

53 

(i() in the specialised 

e also experienced. The first thing that 
~ ....... ,.ed a reasonable selection, was that my 

passing resemblance to the range listed 

61 

I bought a copy of e . letbuen Handbook of Colour to assess 
its worth in regar o rring out shades, but found that two or 
three Methuen cs seemed to cover all of the stamp shades; 
there just isn 't the -~ o 'in-between' shades to cope with the 
range encountered on e stamps. 

61 
A preliminary enminarion with a UV lamp showed that almost 

identical shades ' o ed differently', and were from different 
62 printings. Another poin is that the relationship of the different 

shades with the plates and controls has not yet been studied in any 
64 depth. These problems underline the need for an entire re-think on 

the subject. Any correspondence will be welcome. 
M.J . 
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ALLOWED 
AND 
DISALLOWED 
John Forbes-Nixon 

From the beginning of the adhesive postage 
stamp period the Authorities were worried 
by the possible fraudulent re-use of stamps 
by cleaning and other methods and it was 
for that reason basically that the penny 
black with a red cancel (which could be 
painted out) was after only 10 months 
changed to a red penny stamp with a black 
cancel. 

Strangely few enough examples prevail to 
show that this practice was perpetrated to 
any great extent. From London there was a 
little seen handstamp O.S. in double circle 
used to denote "old stamp" especially for 
this purpose but Figure I shows a letter 
from Sheffield on 13 April 1841 which bore 
a used penny black which was detected and 
endorsed " Stamp used before" and a 
manuscript 2 to show it was treated as an 
unpaid letter. 

Fig. 2 shows a similar effort at deception 
by cutting two halves of unpostmarked 
stamps and affixing them together on a 
letter in 1890 which was noticed and again 
attracted the London E.C . cachet 
"Contrary to Regulations E.C." and a 
handstamp 2, double the unpaid rate. 
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The 1 -o small halfpenny rose-red stamp 
pre-paid postcards and printed matter 
hov. ever disallowed writing or an enclosed 
letter attracted a fine if detected. Such a 
letter is fig. 3 where a letter under suspicion 
has been opened at Southampton and 
found to contr,avene the regulations and 
stamped with the boxed "Closed against 
Inspection" and surcharged a penny; the 
proof book entry for 4 June 1872 is also 
shown and matching these with actual 
examples of use is always satisfying. 

To ·whar Pl:lr<'. 
I • 

I I 

I Date when sent. i 
... - -~-- -- ---·--------· -

i 

Fig, 4. 

S mp5. 

CLOSED AGAINST 
INSPECTiO'.'l 
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. ~ d . ~,,..c;;_ ~ 
I ,,.,._J,e_ ~ 

,;i;,;_,~-J_ 

Fig. 4(a). 

Sometimes the wrong rate escaped notice 
and Fig. 4 shows a pair of envelopes (a) 
franked with an 1883 Yid blue has been 
surcharged yet (b) uses an illegal bisected 
penny lilac in 1900 without penalty! 
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.. 
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Revenue stamps were allowed to be used 
for )1ostage until 19 April 1901 and a 
revenue penny stamp used from Angmering 
in May 1907 is consequently surcharged 
wi th a 2 handstamp as if unpaid Fig. 5 (a) 
and yet another revenue stamp not used 
until May 1914 Fig. 5 (b) passes through the 
post attracting no surcharge. 

Fig. 5(a). 



DOWNEY 
HEAD 
SOMERSET 
HOUSE 
CONTROLS 
Mike Jackson 

Control Types 

From a close study of controls, it has 
become possible to identify certain types 
(i.e. certain individual control pieces) from 
minor characteristics. This has been done 
for the Downey Head Somerset House 
controls but it may prove impossible to do 
the same for other issues, although certain 
characteristic controls can be singled out in 
most issues. Different control pieces of a 
particular control may have been cast from 
the same mould , and as some controls 
appear featureless, differentiation into 
types is extremely difficult. However, such 
an approach has proved worthwhile for 
these Somerset House printings, as the 
following will show. 

In the diagrams and tables of control 
types, the identifying features for each 
plate/control combination are given. From 
the information so \far assembled, Somerset 
House had two pieces of each control; 

A. I I, B.11 and B.12, which sugges I.bat 
they used one press (two plates) for ea h 
printing, at least as far as the Dov.-ney Head 
printings are concerned. 

The Control Piece 

It seems likely that the whole 
piece was one piece of cast type-me 
a hole drilled between the letter an 
number, through which the piece 
screwed either onto the flange of the ·e 
or onto the underplate through a slo in · ~
flange. There are many examples oi 
controls showing either partial prints o - · e 
screw-head between the letter and numbe:-. 
or bites out of the letter where the scr 
hole through the control has caught it. 

From an illustration of a working plale 
there were screw-holes in the flange of e 
plate immediately below the 2nd and 11 
stamp images in the bottom row. There 
were other holes around the plate, of 
course, but these two are where the controls 
occur. It seems reasonable to assume that if 
a slot was going to be cut in the flange to 
accommodate the control piece, then a 
screw-hole would not have been carefully 
drilled there . Also , it must have been 
necessary to have a screw clamping the plate 
at that point to ensure that the plate 
remained perfectly flat. On examples of 
controls which have obviously moved 
during a printing run, the movement 
appears to be rotational about a pivot (the 
screw). Such freedom to move does not 
suggest that the control fitted into a slot. 

When all this is taken into account, the 
con lusion is that the control was screwed 
onto the flange through the flange screw-

le, thus securing both the control to the 
te and the plate to the underplate with 

crew. 

meat of the Controls 

e relevant co-ordinates for the control 
A and B are indicated on the 

The measurements are given to 

....___~I I I 

11~ 
·est 0.05mm. ln the case of the 
euer being positioned to the left of 

~ or· e marginal rule, as in certain of 
B.J : "°ntrol.s, this is indicated by a 

Gllll - gn. The relative slope of the control 
is indicat~ as follows: 

A Slope up from left to right 
\' Slope down f rom left to right 

Level 
The degree of slope is qualified in brackets 
following the symbol, but such 
qualification is only used if the slope is 
either pronounced or very slight. The slope 
is established by placing the 'Thirkell' grid 
over the control and aligning the grid with 
the bottom of the control. In practice, this 
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means aligning the grid with two points; the 
lowe c points on both the letter and the 
nu mber. 

Numbering of the Controls 

When there is more than one control 
setting on a particular plate, each setting is 
numbered so as to give a discrete 
identification. Thus, each photograph can 
be positively labelled - e.g. 'Id Die 2 -
Plate Sa(2)', where the 'Sa(2)' can only 
refer to one particular setting in the tables. 
For the purposes of numbering, states of 
plates (e.g. Sa and Sb) are treated as 
separate plates. 

Id Die IA 

For some strange reason, the last two 
editions of the specialised catalogue (1974 
and I 97S) state that 'Control A. I I was used 
with plate Ia only'. The first edition (1967) 
was nearly right in listing plate 2a with 
control A.11 but it stated that the plate had 
'no marking'. It is difficult to see how the 
former error was established, especially as 
control corner pieces occur in equal 
quantities from the right and left sides of 
the mill sheet (plates 1 and 2 respectiyely), a 
face which should have at least alerted the 
philacelist to the probability of two plates 
being used . As the present (197S) edition of 
the catalogue is wrong in its descriptions of 
both plates , the correct listing is given 
below: 
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Plate .\f 

Dot 19th right side, 11 mm: 
EP of 2nd; cut under. 

2 Cut under P of 1st. 

It is important to no te tha· · -
descriptions apply to both Harriso 
Somerset House printings. 

As far as I can ascertain fro 
literature, especially the contempo -
issues of the British Philatelist, co • 
A.11 appeared late in 1911 , after 
Harrison printings had reached the p 
If this is true for the Id . Die IA i 
control A.11, then it suggests the possibili 
that these Somerset House printings .,.. ere 
not preliminary in nature, as has hitheno 
been thought. The collection of pla te 
markings as listed above strike me as being 
very strange for a Somerset House printing 
- they are much more the sort of mar s 
associated with Harrisons. I wo uld 
therefore suggest the possibility that the 
marks were put on the plates by Harrison, 
not necessarily all at the same time, and 
were later handed to Somerset House who 
made a printing without altering the plates. 
One further point is the fact that the chalk 
surfaced paper trial was printed from the 
same plate and control setting (plate 1) as 
the normal issue, and was probably printed 
late in 1911. 

A final incidental point on the subject of 
the ld Die lA - there are apparently five 
plates too many in the catalogue lists, as 
only eight were put to press2• I have been 

e to delete four of these, details of which 
ill be published at a later date. 

e omerset House printings of the ld 
l B have been described in detail 
bere3• 

. 1r Leslie Wilkinson has established the 
iii ation of the three plates used at 
erset House and I have followed his 

ocations. The Sa(2) setting was used for 
e ;ninting on Multiple Cypher paper, 
· 'ch is scarcer than the Multiple Cypher 
: . It is probable that this printing also 

a • ts with either plate 2a or 6a(2) . 

Fig. I - Vid Die 2 Plate 9 with double 
perforation. 



V2d Die 2 

The Somerset House primings of the I/i d 
Die 2 are very scarce, Lhe printing on Crown 
paper being rare . Two settings are known 
for the Multiple Cypher printing; one from 
plate 9 and one from an unidentified plate 
which I have called plate a . The plate 9 
setting is know n on Crown paper4 and 
presumably this also e: · s from plate a. 
Two Multiple Cypher pieces are known 
from a batch from 1e 9 with double 
perforation 5•6 as illus ared in fig. I. 

Paper Trials 

As far as l can m e om, all of the early 
Georgian paper rials were printed at 
Somerset House. Cenain of these trials 
have controls and in ea h case the setting of 
the control mat hes up v.it h that on an 
issued sheet -. This suggests that the paper 
trials were pr inted either immediately 

A 11 

Fig. 2 - Id Die IA Chalk surfaced trial. 

before, during or immediately after the 
'normal' production run of sheets to be 
issued to the public. The following table 
lists the three trials known with controls; 

Plate 
Id Die IA Chalk surfaced 

paper (Fig. 
Id Die 2 Trial el 

(SG Type e) 8a(l ) (Fig. 
Trial g 

(SG Type h) 8a(2) (Fig . J ) 

The Die IA chalk surfaced trial (SG 
327b) has only been seen from plate I, and 
it is not known whether the paper was 
'double' width. If it was, then oerhaps it 
also exists from plate 2. The same 
comments apply to the two Die 2 trials. 
where paper trial Type el may also exist 
from plate 6a(l) and Type g from either 
plate 2a or 6a(2). 

References 

I. GB Journal, 12, (5), 115, 1974. 
2. W . A. Wiseman, Private Communication. 

1978. 
3. Mike Jackson, A Re-examination of the 

K.G. V. 1911 Id Die JB Somerset House 
Printings. GB Journal, 16, (4). 70, 1978. 

4. L . N . and M . Williams (Ed itors), 
Unchronicled Geo. V Controls. Briti h 
Philatelist, 38, (8), 59, 1947. 

5. Mike Jackson, Double Perforation Varieties 
on the Downey Heads. GB Journal , 13, (4), 
93, 1975 . 

6. Philatelic Review, 2, (!),front cover, 1978. 
7. Tony McCleery, Paper Trials. Philatelic 

Review, I , (I), 2, 1977 and 1, (2), 30, 1977. 

B. 11 

Fig. 3 - Id Die 2 Trial el . 

s.12 

Fig. 4 - Id Die 2 Trial g. 
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CONTROL TYPE 1 

Plate Feature Present 

Id Die IA la 1-3 4 5 -7 
Id Die IB 9a I 2 3 4 5 6•7 

15(2) I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
•variable • 

CONTROL TYPE 2 

Plate Features Present 
I . Type2. 

Id Die IA 2a - 2 3 4 5 6 
Id Die lB 3a 1•- 3 4 5 6 

15(1) 1 • 2 3 4 5 6 
•variable 

CONTROL TYPE 3 

Plate Features Present 

ldDie2 Sa(!) B . 11 E3 . 11 
CONTROL TYPE 4 

Plate Features Present Ty~J Type4. 
Id Die2 6a(l) 

CONTROL TYPE 5 

Plate Features Present 

Vi d Die 2 a 12-4 
Id Die2 8a(2) 1 2 3 4 

CONTROL TYPE 6 

Plate Features Present 

Vi d Die 2 9 2 3 4 
Id Die2 2a 2 3 4 

6a(2) 2 3- Type5. Type6. 
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ld DIE lA 
Place Concrol Type Control Position Sheec 

l• A.II 1 A 2.85 B 1.30 V(slight) R 
2 A .II 2 A 2.75 B 0.90 V(v.slight) L 
*This seuin .. used for 1he trial on chalk surfaced paper. 

ldDIE 18 
Place Concrol Type Control Position Sheet 

3a A.II 2 A 2.10 B 1.45 A(v .slight) R 
9a A .II I A 3.75 B 0.70 A(slight) L 

15(1 ) A.II 2 A 1.80 8 2.30 v R 
15(2) A. ~ 1 I A 3.20 B 1.25 v L 

ld DIE 2 (Crown) 

Place Concrol Type Control Position Sheet 

2a B.L 6 A 3.55 8-0.85 A(pronounced) R 
6a(I ) B.11 4 A 3.15 B 1.90 A R 
6a(2) 8.1 6 A 3.70 B-0.60 A R 
8a(I)- B.11 3 A 2.60 B 0.65 A L 
8a(2) .. BL 5 A 2.80 B-0.20 L 

*This semn-z.. used/or the paper trial Type el (SG Type e). 
**This semn~ " used for the printing on Multiple Cypher paper and also 

1he paper trial Type g (SG Type h). 

Plate 

9* 
a•• 

Yzd DIE 2 (Multiple Cypher) 

Control Type 

8 .12 6 
B.1 2 5 

Control Position 

A 1.45 B 2.00 A(v .slight) 
A 0.60 8 1.15 -

*This selling was used/or 1he printing on Crown paper. 
**Plate no1 identified. 

Sheec 

? 
? 

1 
I ~1.-l. Plate I. 

• 11 
Id Die IA. Plate2. 
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• 
• • •••••••••••••••• 
• 
- • 

1 • 
4 

• • 
• 4 

• • • 
Id Die 18. Plate3a. 

-· ~ . ~- . - .-..; . .. ·' 

• 11 

~ 

A 
IdDie/8. 

• n!!lr-..-. ........ ...---..-...... l""!"'..--.-;:'m'1 t 

·~~~~~~~~!!J 
• .................... 
• • • 
• • 
a 

8 2 • • • 

• 
:d Die 18. Plate 15(1) 

I I ; t1 " i Q )f~i~i 'f 
, ............. . 

• 12 
Id Die 18. Plate 15(2). V:i d Die 2. Plate 9. V:i d Die 2. Platea. 
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B 
• 
Id Die 2 

1 
• • • 4 

• 4 

• c 
• U!!j~~~~r'!!:~~~~~, 
.................. 

B. 11 
Plate 6a ( 1). Id Die 2 Plate a (1) . 1 Die :: 

t U!.;:!!::::.::~::=!!=:!!~~~~!l!J 

•••••••• . t.~~---11!!~~ 
• • 

• 
id Die 2 

: 8 .12 
Plate 6a (2) . id Die 2 Plate Ba (2). 

• . ~u · ••••••• 

2 
Plate 2a. 
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BOOK 
REVIEW 
A History of the Travelling Post Offices of 
Great Britain (Part 2). Revised 2nd Edition. 

By H. S. Wilson. 80pp. Railway Philatelic 
Group, 1979. £3.75. 

This is an extremely well produced and 
illustrated book, as are the other 
publications from the Railway Philatelic 
Group which I have seen. This part two of 
the History of the Travelling Post Offices 
deals with England - South of the Midland 
T. P. 0. There are fourteen fascinating 
photographs of T.P.0.s, T.P.O. staff, 
sorting compartments, etc., mostly taken in 
the second half of the nineteenth century. 

I must repeat a comment expressed about 
part three of this series in an earlier 
Philatelic Review, namely that tabular 
listings relating to the numerous 
illustrations of cancellations would have 
been a most useful feature . As it is, the 
book takes the form of an historical 
account (hence the title) which makes 
repeated reference to numbered 
illustrations of markings, making it rather 
awkward to use quickly as a work of 
reference. 

Nevertheless, it is an excellent work 
and after all, enterprising collectors can 
always make up their own tabular listings of 
dates, etc.! The book contains 80 pages 
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Grasmere , 
9PX. 

.1. 

REFLECTO S 
ON PA ES·6 
Sam Lawrence 

In April 19- 1. 
happened at the Pos 
25p stamp book co,mrnetr.OJrz 
of British stamp 
unfortunates who do no· 
these booklets, the fron egen rea 
Years of British Stamp Boo ·-· and in an 
ornamental square is 1he further 
information: 'Exhibition a1 the . 'a:ional 
Postal Museum - SEE O\'ERLEAF'. 
When the cover is !urned. the infonna1ion 
given is that the exhibition illustrates the 
evolution of stamp books from 1891 to 
1971. Every schoolboy knows (if he collects 
booklets) that the first stamp book issued 
by the Post Office was the King Edward VII 
issue of March 1904, the printers being De 

La Rue. Simple arithmetic gives us 67 years 
d n01 80 as being the actual time that has 

eta . ed fro m 1904 to 1971. So where does 
·-e Post Office get its 80 years from? 

:\.' hen 1 first enquired about this 
- -·repancy some years ago, no one seemed 
o be able to answer this simple sum. I 

ted until my next visit to the National 
Po 1al Museum and enquired there . 
·-rangely enough, no one in the lower 
t<.:helons seemed to know, and it took a few 
mmu1es of the curator's time to put me 

e. 
The Post Office were, he told me, 

;:ornmemorating the 80 years as from the 
• ear a Victorian 'Stamp Book' came on to 
the market. This stamp book is amply 
:!es ribed by Stan L. Hills in the October 
19-0 issue of the Philatelic Bulletin. For the 
.. ninit iated, the stamp book was a 
PRIVA TE ISSUE, distributed by a 
company called the Stamp Distributing 
Syndicate, and consisted of the following: 

A memoranda stamp book in red linen, 
1he back cover had an oblique slit in it in 
which was inserted a Queen Victoria Id 
stamp (the lilac issue of 1881). The stamp 
1,1,as perfined as a security measure. Inside 
the covers were 64 pages, some of which 
carried full-page adverts and some blank 
for memoranda. Several pages. were also 
devoted to general information including 
postage rates. The whole thing was enclosed 
in ar. envelope, ready gummed and ready 
for posting. The lot, including the calendar 
it contained, was available for one penny. 



Now the point is this . The Post Office 
gave permission for this stamp book' to be 
issued and it was sold only from machines 
attached to post bo.'<es. It also kept a record 
of the amou nt of boo sold. However, 
when the compan~ -olded and another took 
over and yet a_am · · rompany fo lded, the 
Post Office ma e • o e'"fort to continue the 
sale of these ·s~am 

So v. hat do e? We have a 
NOTEBOOK a -~p tucked in, NOT 
produced by <. e P .t Office's normal 
suppliers, a boo ::r v. hich the Post 
Office had no ~ - r made to no Post 
Office req uireme • not sold over the 
counter bu t in a \e- --~machine produced 
by a private com 

I beg to s ;,r- it that the first 
OFFICIA LLY PRODCCE D STAMP 
BOOK was issued ·- Mar b 1904 and not in 
1881. I furt her beg :o s omit that someone 
misled the Post Office in producing the 
anniversary stamp boo · of 1971 and that 
the only way the Post Offi e can rectify this 
error is to issue a - 5th anniversary Stamp 
Book this year ( 19-9). 

Dr. Jean Alexander is of the opinion that 
this Victorian 'stamp book' should be 
recognised as being a forerunner of the 
automatic vending machines the Post 
Office now use. As a closing word, if this 
notebook or wallet can be classified as an 
early stamp book, then so can the Lewis 
Carroll Stamp Case - but that is a 
different kettle of booklets. 

DECIMAL 
MACHI NS 
Sam Lawrence 

With reference to the article in the 
Philatelic Review, vol. 3, No. 1, page 2, on 
Decimal Machins, I believe Andrew Wanon 
is in error when he says 'This continuous 
method of printing is ideal in the 
production of coil stamps and booklet 
stamps. It is also hoped to eventually 
eliminate the horizont'al gutter betv. een 
sheets of stamps. However, this canno· 
occur until Harrison 's Press can perfect 
precision guillotining'. 

I should imagine that a short perusal of 
the items Harrison's do guillotine will pro\e 
that they are capable of precision 
guillotining. I always understood that the 
reason why the Post Office has still nm 
ordered the elimination of the spare paper 
used top and bottom of the sheet print ing is 
the refusal of the unions to accept the sheets 
with no margins top and bottom. Without 
the margins they become difficult to count, 
as I have been given to understand by more 
than one counter clerk . 

The Post Office has even offered part of 
the saving in paper costs as a sop to their 
workforce but up to the present day no 
agreement has been reached. Consequently 
the sheets and booklets are now printed in 

identical formats and the waste of IOOJo of 
the paper used is still going on. 

Trying very hard to be non-political, if 
m) version is the correct one, as I believe it 
to be, isn't this precisely what is wrong with 
our count ry today? 

VICTORIA 
NOTES 

1864 ld Rose-red Plate 171 

The illustrated stamp, lettered NA, has a 
prominent flaw running from the top of the 
letter P of PENNY into the Queen's hair. It 
looks as though it could have been caused 
by a hair or other foreign matter on the 
printing plate. 
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EDWARD VII 
NOTES 
Duty Plate flaws on the Sd value 

The following flaws are all on used single 
stamps. Some of the coloured flaws are 
similar to SG Spec M28/29c. The best one 
is probably the lower frame break over EV 
of REVENUE . 

Lower left corners on both tablets are worn. 

Lower left corner on right-hand tablet is worn. 
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Lower frame 

Flaw near top of right-hand tablet. 

Flaw at top of left-hand tablet. 

Flaw at lower right of left-hand tablet. 



Sd Head Plate flaw 

A major break in the right-hand frame entering at top right and 
leaving at bottom right of the stamp, almost damaging the E of 
REVENUE. 

Duty Plate flaw on th~ 4d bi-roloared 

The illustrated stamp o ;-s three flaws on the duty plate; 
damage to <he top of the SE · le, a cut in the right side of the SW 
circle and a 'notch' om of the second of the left side wedges. Dr. 
Reg Powell illusuated a similar stamp in the GB Journal, vol. 7, p. 
9 (January 1969), but there are one or two interesting differences 
between the two on comparison. To start with , the cut in the SW 
circle is absent on Dr. Powell's stamp, and the damage to the SE 
circle is not as great , both indicating that his copy is from an earlier 
printing. However , the left hand side wedges on the earlier stamp 
appear rounded and worn , whereas on my copy, the printing of the 
entire frame is crisp, suggesting that the wear to the wedges is in 
fact caused by make-ready, rather than plate wear. 
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GEORGEV 
NOTES 
1911 Id. Die 1B with evidence of interleaving paper 

The illustration is part of a control strip of three (A I le) of e I :: 
Die I B, which happens to be from one of the earlier printin~ • 
plate 14, before the flaws (SG N8g) on the control stamp appea: 
However, the interesting thing about this strip is to be found in· 
perforation hole below NE of ONE. Herein resides a disc of 
green paper, which is very similar to the examples found by Dr R ~ 
Powell which he illustrated in the GB Journal, vol. 14, page . Dr 
Powell's piece (a block of Harrison Yid stamps) showed t\\O 
discs, and he concluded that interleaving paper was introdu 
the pile of sheets before perforating . 

• 'V 

• • • • • • • • 
• • ••• ••••• • •••••••••••• • • 
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C~-p er on urunilled paper 

me Lhis block of four of the Royal Cyphe 
• _ '16( )). It is on unmilled paper, which i: 

- _ -e;: .P .S . certificate. It is mentioned in The 
G-ear Britain, part four, by Beaumont anc 

- !o· -,:; ·One sheet with this control (E 14) was or 
e of ink was dull'. Perhaps this is < 

Lion of the specialised catalogue. 

r ·• .•••• ·• ••••• : . ' 
t \2 ' 

i 

1912-24 Id Royal Cypher in Varnish Ink 

This control copy, printed in varnish ink, has recently bee1 
discovered by our publishers. It is control C 12, and is an additio1 
to the two previously known controls, C 13 and G 15. 



~----------GREAT BRITAIN----------

FINE STAMPS 
1840 Id Blac plate lb. l<utttd Kf. A very fi ne used 
example 1>1th four and red M.C. S.G. 2. 

1840 Id Blac, p. 
margin example 

1841 Id Red Ir 

margin copy"'; 1: 
S.G.8m. 

1841 Id O..p 
original gum cop) 

£135.00 

1. plate 178. letlered Al . A 
• ! wing inscription. S.G . 8. 

£125.00 

superb mint original 
£155.00 

• perf 14. lettered DC. A 
perts. S.G. 34. £425.00 

1858· 79 Id R<>R-nd . Ill. l<lte ttd CL. A fi ne mi ni 
origi nal gum exa S G '] £10.00 

1858-79 Id Row-ml. p m . l<ltered fH . A very fine 
lightly mounted -- o perior quality. S.G. 43 . 

1870 Vi d Rost"'"' · 
centred example 
S.G. 48. 

1870 I Vid ROR·ttd . 
example of good 

£22.00 

1< t . i.tleed EE. A fi ne used we ll 
iood pe--fs and clear plate number. 

£110.00 

te 3. f.elterrd SC. A very fine mint 
I perfect perfs. S.G. 51.£110.00 

1866 4d Dull 'frmlUoo plait . 1<11.,ed JJ . A superb lightly 
mounted mint example •nth exttUent perfs. S.G. 93 . 

£140.00 

1874 6d Grey place 13 . ltll.,~d IH . A very fine mini copy 
with full perfs . S.G. 14 . £135 .00 

1874 6d Grey plalO 14 , lellrred TB. A very fi ne mini copy 
with full perfs . S.G. 147. £155.00 

1880 6d Grey. pl ale 17 . l<llered FB. A very fine tighll 
mounted mint single with good perfs. S.G. 14 . Ol.S. 

1880-83 2 Vid Blue, plait 22, lettered SC. A superb It ll) 
mounted mint example well centred wit h good pcrls. S.G 
157. £1?0. 

1883 3d on 3d Lilac lettered AG. A very fi ne mine of 
good colour and perfs. S.G. 159. £'5. 

1881 5d Indigo . A very fine lighlly moun1ed mml 
S.G. 169. ~. 

1881 Id Pale lilac die I. showing 14 dolS In each ..,,..... . "' 
lightly mounted mini marginal block of fou r. S.G. I I. 

£1 5. 

1883-84 2/ 6d Liiac, ·lettered GA . A superb lighliy IDOWlled 
mint example well centred with good perforations. S.G. 1-

0 . 

1883-84 2/ 6d Lilac. lettered CG. A fi ne mini example, 
cenired wi th good perfs . S.G. 178 . o.&5. 

1884 2 Vid Lilac, lettered BS. A fine mini single. S.G. I • 
00. 

1891 Jubilee £1 green, lettered TC. A very fine used eum 
with Lombard S1ree1 C. D.S . cancels dated NO 25 99. "' 
cenrred with good per fs . S.G. 212. 035. 

1902 De La Rue 3d deep purple/ o1'9nge-yellow (0). A fine 
mini example. S.G. 232a . !1 . 

1902 De La Rue 4d green and grey-brown (0). A very · U) 
mounted mini si ngle. S.G. 235. £15. 

1905 De La Rue 1/ - dull green and cumin• on cilJJ 
surfaced paper. An unmounted mint example. S.G. 25 . 

£75. 

1902 De La Rue 2/6 lilac on ordinary paper. A fine ~ 
copy with two oval cancels. S.G. 260. £20. 

1902 De La Rue £1 dull blue gretn. A very fi ne used copy 
wit h parts of several oval registered cancels. S.G. 266. 

£255. 00 

1911 Harrison perf. 14, Id deep roseared, w1term1rk 
innrted . A lightly mounted mint booklet pane of six. Good 
perfs . S.G. Spec. MB6a. £60.00 

19 11 Downey Head Vid bluish green, die IA , crown 
1f'llermuk . A lightly mounted mint example with R.P.S. 
ccmr1C21e. S.G . 323. £225 .00 

1912 Doney Head Vid green die 2 simple cypher 
.,,_lttmark . overprinted "CANCELLED" type 24. A superb 
unmounted si ngle of this rare overpr int. S. G. Spec . N5t . 

£125 .00 

t9ll Oowrrney Ht-ad td carmine, die lb , no watermark . An 
nted mint imper forate interpanneau marginal block 

al four on chalk surfaced paper. £325.00 

ltll 0o .. -ooi Head Id scarlel , die 2 paper !rial. A very fine 
perforate block o f four on John Allen special fi nish 

paper . S.G. irial (el . £125.00 

1'10 0o,,..-ney Head 3d purple on yellow, large format colour 
). A "-cry fine essay printed by the "Printex " method of 
f\e " rea1h" design , ref. W 18. £145.00 

" Medal Head " die proof In black on lhln while 
x 75 mm) wilh unclnttd surround . £485.00 

1912·24 Ro yal Cy pher Vid green, overprinted 
• PE0:.'4 E..'i'" l)·pe 26. A superb unmounted mint control 
B 13) llnp of three of this scarce overprin1. Rare. S.G. 

Spct ~ 1•1. £225 .00 

1911- U Ror1J Cypher Id scarlet vermilion. An unmounted 
c:o1urol (C 12) pair from 1he scarce early 19 12 printi ng. 

PS =ufic::ue. S.G. 361 . £125 .00 

ltll 'ilo alerto• 2/6 deep sr pla-brown " !tahorsr" . A lightly 
:ed 1 ell c:cnrred copy. S.G. 399. £275.00 

Ci-phtr V> d emerald poSlage due. A lightly 
c:..l.ample of the previously unrecorded variety 

ted 1 \'arnrs In " . Only recorded copy. R.P.S. 
crnifi te •. G. DI . £950.00 

191 Bnd ary l / 6 olh t ·brown "stahorse". A very fi ne 
rrunl eumple llh ood perfs. S.G. 413a. £155.00 

1911 Bradbu ry 5/ - rose·red " 5'ahorse" . A very fi ne lightly 
mounted mint e.xample example well centred with good 
perh . S.G. 416. £285.00 

1934 Water low re·e ngra ved 2/ 6 chocolale-brown 
11seahorse". A very fi ne lightly mounted mint example we ll 
cen1red, with good perfs. S.G. 450. £95.00 

--~~------CANDLISH McCLEERY LTD.----~~~~-
Printed in Scotland by Woods of Perth (Printers) Ltd., 3-5 Mill Street, Perth 
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We must buy, and cash is readily avai lable, sho 

ISSUED STAMPS (on or off 
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POSTMASTERS' AND POST a~;: .... E "T" CES 

OLD POSTAL PAM PHLETS BOO ' 

Please send details in the first place and, if suitable , arra ge e ts ca oe 'Tlade for one of our buyers to 
evaluate you r col lection. Alternatively, stamps can be sent b re~fs ered post and an offer made by return . 

CANDLISH M cCLEERY LTD . 
._ _______ 40 WHITELADI ES ROAD, BRISTOL BSS 2LG 

Telephone 02n 35038 
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